
  

Coffee Market 
The C market saw another volatile week end with prices modestly changed overall. Most of the week’s net change 
occurred today as the market fell to two-week lows. Early in the week strength was generated by industry short covering 
into first notice day against the July contract. Once that was through the market had little to hold the prices. Modest 
speculative selling saw prices fall easily. Still not much news. The Brazilian crop is progressing well, and weather has 
been dry with no dangerous cold in the forecasts. Colombia continues to get too much rain overall and this is impacting 
crop flow and quality a bit at this point. Some concern about the main crop later in the year exists. Physical business 
remains sporadic and there is no change to the high price/little willing selling scenario. The macro picture was a bit of a 
negative influence this week. Commodities in general were lower as pulled lower by the energy complex. Inflation 
remains the main focus as different steps are discussed to try to bring in under control it is leading to some market 
gyrations.  

Technically the market continues to throw mixed signals due to the ongoing volatility. A slight negative bias is in place on 
the short-term charts, but overall prices are near the middle of the last few months’ range. Chart patterns continue to 
lean slightly to the negative short term as well. Would continue to be watching for a potential push toward 190 or so 
over the coming weeks. That said the longer-term view still suggests the market is in a corrective phase off the year’s 
highs and there remains risk for a push into the 270/280 range that cannot be discounted. At this point would continue 
to view prices toward 210/200 as value to extend coverage slowly. Otherwise trying to remain patient in the face of 
continued volatility seems the best approach with a close eye on any weather developments.  

 
Tea Market 
Demand was interesting this week with Mombasa and Malawi seeing very poor demand but prices remaining firm but 
demand in India was up leading to firmer prices for higher quality teas. The trend of quality following price continued 
with lower quality teas remaining at auction while higher qualities were well sold at firm prices. Production and weather 
forecasts remain very positive as the Asian origins are seeing good rains and offtakes while it has been wet in Argentina 
there is still optimism for the upcoming harvest. Now all eyes will remain on the macro picture happening throughout 
the globe as this seems to be the most likely cause for concern in the near future. 

 

 


